Intermission 4  . Piano
Morton Feldman (1926-1987)

Date: 1952
Note: Date de composition : 1952
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Editions of this work

partitions

partitions (1)

→ Solo piano works
1950-64
Material description: 56 p.-[16] f. : portr. à la couv. ; 31 cm
Note: Réunit : "Two intermissions" ; "Intermission 5" ; "Intermission 6" ; "Piano piece 1952" ; "Extensions 3" ; "Three pieces for piano" ; "Piano piece 1955" ; "Piano piece 1956 A" ; "Piano piece 1956 B" ; "Last pieces" ; "Vertical thoughts 4" ; "Piano piece (to Philip Guston)" ; "Piano piece (1964)" ; "Nature pieces for piano" ; "Variations" ; "Intermission 3" ; "Intermission 4" ; "Intersection 2" ; "Intersection 3". - Préf. en anglais et allemand. - Daté d'après la préface
Compositeur: Morton Feldman (1926-1987)
Link: catalogue
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Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb14819332x

Sources
Solo piano works 1950-64 / M. Feldman, 1998